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ABSTRACT
Human explanations of high-level decisions are often expressed in terms of key concepts the decisions
are based on. In this paper, we study such concept-based explainability for Deep Neural Networks
(DNNs). First, we define the notion of completeness, which quantifies how sufficient is a particular set
of concepts in explaining a model’s prediction behavior. Next, we propose a concept discovery method
that aims to infer a complete set of concepts that are additionally encouraged to be interpretable. Our
concept discovery method aims to address the limitations of commonly-used methods such as PCA
and TCAV. To define an importance score for each discovered concept, we adapt game-theoretic
notions to aggregate over sets and propose ConceptSHAP. On a Synthetic dataset with ground-truth
concept explanations, on image and language real-world datasets , and with a user study, we validate
the effectiveness of our framework in finding concepts that are both complete in explaining the
decisions, and interpretable.
1 Introduction
The lack of explainability of deep neural networks (DNNs) constitutes a bottleneck towards their full potential for
real-world impact. Especially in high-stake decision cases such as in medicine, intuitive explanations, are highly
valuable. They can help domain experts better understand rationals behind the model decisions, identify systematic
failure cases, and potentially provide feedback to model builders for improvements.
The most commonly-used methods for DNNs explain each prediction by quantifying the importance of each input
feature [Ribeiro et al., 2016, Lundberg and Lee, 2017]. One caveat with such explanations is that they typically focus
on the local behavior for each data point, rather than globally explaining how the model reasons. Another caveat is that
weighted input features are not necessarily the most intuitive explanations for human understanding, particularly when
using low-level features such as raw pixel values. Human reasoning often comprise “concept-based thinking,” extracting
similarities from numerous examples and grouping them systematically based on their resemblance [Armstrong et al.,
1983, Tenenbaum, 1999]. It is thus of interest to develop such “concept-based explanations” to characterize the global
behavior of a DNN in a way understandable to humans by explaining how DNNs use concepts in arriving at particular
decisions.
A few recent studies have focused on bringing such concept-based explainability to DNNs, largely based on the common
implicit assumption that the concepts lie in low-dimensional subspaces of some intermediate DNN activations. Most
of these approaches assume exogenous information of key concepts in the form of supervised training data [Kim
et al., 2018, Zhou et al., 2018]. Given such training data, TCAV [Kim et al., 2018] trains linear concept classifiers
to derive concept vectors, and uses how sensitive predictions are to these vectors (directional derivatives) to measure
the importance of a concept with respect to a specific class. From concept vectors, Zhou et al. [2018] considers the
decomposition of model predictions in terms of projections onto concept vectors. Instead of human-labeled concept
training data, Ghorbani et al. [2019] employs k-means clustering of super-pixel segmentations of images, and uses the
corresponding image clusters as training data for concepts. Bouchacourt and Denoyer [2019] proposes a Bayesian
generative model involving concept vectors. One drawback of these concept extraction approaches does not take into
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account how much each concept play a role in the prediction. This motivates the following key questions: Is there an
unsupervised approach to extract concepts that are sufficiently predictive of a DNN’s decisions? If so, how can we
measure the sufficiency?
Note that selecting a set of concepts salient to a particular class does not guarantee that these concepts are sufficient
in explaining the prediction. The notion of sufficiency is referred to as “completeness” of explanations, as in [Gilpin
et al., 2018, Yang et al., 2019]. In this paper, we propose a completeness score for concept-based explanations. Our
metric can be applied to a set of concept vectors that lie in a subspace of some intermediate DNN activations, which
is a general assumption in previous work in this context [Kim et al., 2018, Zhou et al., 2018]. Intuitively speaking,
a set of “complete” concepts can fully explain the prediction. By further assuming that for complete concept, the
occurrence of concepts are a sufficient statistic for the prediction of the model, we may measure the “completion” of the
concepts by the accuracy of the model by taking the concepts existence as input. For concept discovery we propose a
novel algorithm, that optimizes a surrogate likelihood of the concept-based data generation process, motivated by topic
modeling [Blei et al., 2003].
We further introduce an interpretability regularizer, to ensure that the discovered complete concepts are also coherent
(distinct from other concepts) and semantically meaningful. Beyond concept discovery, we also propose a score,
ConceptSHAP, for quantification of concept attributions as contextualized importance. We show that ConceptSHAP is
the only scoring method that satisfies a key set of axioms involving the contribution of each concept to the completeness
score [Shapley, 1988, Lundberg and Lee, 2017]. We also propose a class-specific version of ConceptSHAP that
decomposes the ConceptSHAP with respect to each class in multi-class classification. This can be used to find
class-specific concepts that contribute the most to a specific class. To verify the effectiveness of our automated
completeness-aware concept discovery method, we create a Synthetic dataset with apriori-known ground truth concepts.
We show that our approach outperforms all compared methods in correct retrieval of the concepts as well as in terms of
its coherency via a user study. We also demonstrate how our concept discovery algorithm provides additional insights
into the behavior of DNN models on both image and language real-world datasets. 1
2 Related Work
Most of post-hoc interpretability methods fall under two categories: (i) feature-based explanation methods, that attribute
the decision to important input features [Ribeiro et al., 2016, Lundberg and Lee, 2017, Smilkov et al., 2017, Chen
et al., 2018], and (ii) sample-based explanation methods, that attribute the decision to previously observed samples
[Koh and Liang, 2017, Yeh et al., 2018, Khanna et al., 2019, Arik and Pfister, 2019]. Recent work has also focused on
evaluations of explanations, ranging from human-centric evaluations [Lundberg and Lee, 2017, Kim et al., 2018] to
functionally-grounded evaluations [Samek et al., 2016, Kim et al., 2016, Ancona et al., 2017, Yeh et al., 2019, Yang
et al., 2019, ?]. Our work provides an evaluation of concept expalnations based on the completeness criteria, which is
related to the ‘fidelity’ criteria [?].
Our work is related to methods that learn semantically meaningful latent variables. Some use dimensionality reduction
methods [Chan et al., 2015, Kingma and Welling, 2013], while others uncover higher level human-relatable concepts
by dimensionality reduction (eg speech data [Chorowski et al., 2019] and language [Radford et al., 2017, ?]). More
recently Locatello et al. [2018] showed that meaningful latent dimensions cannot be acquired in a completely unsuper-
vised setting, while implying that inductive biases is essential in discovering meaningful latent dimensions. Our work
uses indirect supervision from the classifier of interest to discover semantically meaningful latent dimensions. ? uses
representative training patches to explain a prediction, which is similar to the part of data explanation provided for each
concept. However, ? provides a self-interpretable model limited to image classifier, where our method can be applied
on any given model and different modalities (image and NLP data).
3 Defining Completeness of Concepts
Problem setting: Consider a set of n training examples x1,x2, ...,xn, corresponding labels y1, y2, ..., yn and a given
pre-trained DNN model that predicts the corresponding y from the input x. We assume that the pre-trained DNN model
can be decomposed into two functions: the first part Φp¨q maps input xi into an intermediate layer Φpxiq, and the
second part hp¨q maps the intermediate layer Φpxiq to the output hpΦpxiqq, which is a probability vector for each class.
For DNNs that build up by processing parts of input at a time, such as those composed of convolutional layers, we
can additionally assume that Φpxiq is the concatenation of rφpxi1q, ..., φpxiT qs, such that Φp¨q P RpT ¨dq, and φp¨q P Rd.
Here, xi1,x
i
2, ...,x
i
T denote different, potentially overlapping parts of the input for x
i, such as a segment of an image or
1The code is released at https://github.com/chihkuanyeh/concept_exp.
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a sub-sentence of a text. These parts for example, can be chosen to correspond to the receptive field of the neurons at the
intermediate layer Φp¨q. We will use these xits to relate discovered concepts. To exemplify such parts, consider the fifth
convolution layer of a VGG-16 network with input shape 224ˆ 224 have the size 7ˆ 7ˆ 512. If we treat this layer as
Φpxiq, φpxi1q corresponds to the first 512 dimensions of the intermediate layer, and Φpxiq “ rφpxi1q, ..., φpxi49qs. Here,
each xij corresponds to a 164ˆ 164 square in the input image (with effective stride 16), which is the receptive field of
convolution layer 5 of VGG-16 [Araujo et al., 2019]. We note that when the receptive field of φp¨q is equal to the entire
input size, as in multi-layer perceptrons, we may simply choose T “ 1 so that xi1:T “ xi and Φpxiq “ φpxi1q. Thus,
our method can also be generally applied to any DNN with an arbitrary structure besides convolutional layers.
Suppose that there is a set of m concepts denoted by unit vectors2 c1, c2, ..., cm that represent linear directions in the
activation space φp¨q P Rd, given by a concept discovery algorithm. For each part of data point xt3, let zt P t0, 1um be
a binary vector where zt,j “ 1 represents that xt contains information of concept cj . Generally, we assume that the
probability of whether xt contains concept cj as:
P pzt,j “ 1|xtq 9 γpφpxtq, cj ;βq,
where γpv1,v2;βq “ 1rxv1,v2y ą βsxv1,v2y. β is a threshold to ignore the probability of assigning to negligibly-
likely concepts, with β ě 0 to ensure a non-negative probability. The probability is a thresholded dot product between
the concept vector and the embedding of an input part, where dot product is used to represent the similarity between
intermediate representations of a DNN. We refer the probability Erzt,j |xts “ P pzt,j “ 1|xtq as the concept score.
We construct the matrix x as Erz1;T s P RTˆm4, for all concept scores of all parts x1:T . We define the completeness
score of concepts as the ratio of the preserved predictability when the prediction is only made with given concepts:
Definition 3.1. Completeness Score: Given a prediction model fpxq “ hpφpxqq, a set of concept vectors c1, ..., cm,
we define the completeness score ηpc1, ..., cmq as:
Ex,y„V r1ry “ arg maxy1 P py1|Erz1:T s, hqss ´R
Ex,y„V r1ry “ arg maxy1 P py1|x1:T , fqss ´R , (1)
where Ex,y„V r1ry “ arg maxy1 P py1|Erz1:T s, hqss is the accuracy by predicting the label just given the concept scores
Erz1:T s, and R is the accuracy of random prediction to equate the lower bound of completeness score to 0. When the
target y is multi-label, we may generalize the definition of completeness score by replacing the accuracy with the binary
accuracy, which is the accuracy where each label is treated as a binary classification.
To calculate P py|Erz1:T s, hq, we first learn a projection l : RT ¨m Ñ RT ¨d, which maps the concept space back to the
activation space, and then pass the reconstructed activation space back through the original DNN. The final calculation
of P py|Erz1:T s, hq is given by:
P py|Erz1:T s, hq “ P py|hpplpErz1:T sqqq, (2)
where pl is set to maximize completeness score (1) (or the differential surrogate of completeness score which replaces
the accuracy by the cross entropy loss). l could be a DNN, or a simple linear projection. The interpretation of the
completeness score is that we assume the concept score for “complete concepts” is a sufficient statistic of the model,
such that P py|Erz1:T |x1:T s, hq “ P py|xq. By measuring the accuracy made by the concept score, we are effectively
measuring how “complete” the concepts are.
Below is an illustrative example on why we need the completeness score:
Example 3.1. Consider a simplified scenario where we have the input x P Rm, and the intermediate layer Φ is the
identical function. In this case, the m concepts c1, c2, ..., cm are naturally the one-hot encoding of each feature in x.
Assume that the concepts c1, c2, ..., cm follow independent Bernoulli distribution with p “ 0.5, and the model we
attempt to explain is fpxq “ c1 XOR c2... XOR cm. The ground truth concepts that are sufficient to the prediction
of the model should then be c1, c2, ..., cm. However, if we have the information of c1, c2, ..., cm´1 but do not have
information regarding cm, we may have at most 0.5 probability to predict the output of the model, which is the same as
random. In this case, ηpc1, c2, ..., cm´1q “ 0. On the other hand, given c1, c2, ..., cm, ηpc1, c2, ..., cmq “ 1.
The completeness score offers a way to assess the ‘sufficiency’ of the discovered concepts to “explain" reasoning behind
a model’s decision. Not only the completeness score is useful in evaluating a proposed concept discovery method, but it
can also shed light on how much of what the DNN learned may not be ‘understandable’ to humans. For example, if the
completeness score is very high, but discovered concepts aren’t making cohesive sense to users, this may mean that the
DNN is basing its decisions on other concepts that are potentially hard to explain.
2We also apply additional normalization to φp¨q so it has unit norm, and use φp¨q for the normalized embedding for simplicity.
3We omit i for notational simplicity
4We omit the dependency on x1:T for simplicity.
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4 Discovering Completeness-aware Interpretable Concepts
4.1 Limitations of existing methods
Our goal is to discover a set of maximally-complete concepts under the definition 4.2, where each concept is also
interpretable and semantically-meaningful to humans. We first discuss the limitations of recent notable work related to
concept discovery and then explain how we address them.
PCA: We show that under strict conditions, the PCA vectors applied on an intermediate layer where the principle
components are used as concept vectors, maximizes the completeness score.
Proposition 4.1. When h is an isometry function that maps from pΦp¨q, } ¨ }F q Ñ pfp¨q, } ¨ }F q, and additionally
fpxiq “ 1ryis, @pxi, yiq P V (i.e. the loss is minimized, 1ryis is the one hot vector of class yi), and also assume
T “ 1, Erzs “ xφpxq, cy, and l is a linear function, the first m PCA vectors maximizes the L2 surrogate of η.
The proof is in Appendix. We note that the assumptions for this proposition are extremely stringent, and may not hold
in general. When the isometry and other assumptions do not hold, PCA no longer maximizes the completeness score as
the lowest reconstruction in the intermediate layer do not imply the highest prediction accuracy in the output. In fact,
DNNs are shown to be very sensitive to small perturbations in the input [Narodytska and Kasiviswanathan, 2017] – they
can yield very different outputs although the difference in the input is small (and often perceptually hard to recognize to
humans). Thus, even though the reconstruction loss between two inputs are low at an intermediate layer, subsequent
deep nonlinear processing may cause them to diverge significantly. The principal components are also not trained to be
semantically meaningful, but to greedily minimize the reconstruction error (or maximize the projected variance). Even
though completeness score and PCA share the idea of minimizing the reconstruction loss via dimensionality reduction,
the lack of human interpretability of the principle components is a major bottleneck for PCA.
TCAV & ACE: TCAV and ACE are concept discovery methods that use training data for specific concepts and use
trained linear concept classifier to derive concept vectors. They additionally quantify the saliency of a concept to a
class, which they term the TCAV score, in terms of the similarity of the loss gradients to the concept vectors, which
implicitly assumes a first-order relationship between the concepts and the model outputs. With regards to the training
data for the concept classifiers, TCAV relies on human-defined labels, while ACE uses automatically derived image
clusters by k-means clustering of super-pixel segmentations. There are two main caveats to these approaches. The first
is that while they may retrieve an important set of concepts, there is no guarantee on how ‘complete’ the concepts are in
explain the model – e.g., one may have 10 concepts with high TCAV scores, but they may still be very insufficient in
understanding the predictions. Besides, human-suggested exogenous concept data might even encode confirmation
bias. The second caveat is that their saliency scores may fail to capture concepts that have non-linear relationships
with the output due to first-order assumption. The concepts in Example 3.1 might not be retrieved by the TCAV score
since XOR is not a linear relationship. Overall, our completeness score adds a valuable criterion to determine whether
existing concept discovery methods are sufficient to explain the model completely, which complements previous works
in concept discovery.
4.2 Our method
We propose a novel algorithm to obtain concepts that are complete to the model. We consider the case where each data
point xi has parts xi1:T , as described above. We also assume that input data has spatial dependency, which can help
learning coherent concepts. Thus, we encourage the closeness between the each concept and its nearest neighbors,
which are parts of the data. It is aimed that the concepts would obtain consistent nearest neighbors that only occur in
parts of the input, e.g. head of a lion or the grass in the background so that the concepts are pertained to certain spacial
regions. By encouraging the closeness between the each concept and its nearest neighbors, we aim to obtain consistent
nearest neighbors that may make sense to human. Lastly, we introduce an optimization of the variational lower bound
of the log likelihood, which encourages the completeness of the discovered concepts.
We first assume that there is a probabilistic graphical model for the data generation process of px, yq, where zt Ñ xt
and z1:T Ñ y, such that each part of the data is generated by the concept assignment zt, and the overall concept
assignment z1:T determines the label y. Our goal is to find the underlying concepts c1:m such that they follow the
generation process while being coherent and complete. We show that by optimizing a variational lower bound of the
log likelihood of the data, with an additional interpretability regularizer, we can achieve our goals.
Variational lower bound: To discover a set of interpretable and complete concepts, we first consider the variational
lower bound of the log probability:
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logP px1:T , yq “
ż
logP px1:T , y, z1:T qdz
“
ż
log
P px1:T , y, z1:T qqpzq
qpzq dz
ď
Tÿ
t“1
EqrlogP pxt, ztqs `Hpqq ` EqrlogP py|z1:T qs,
(3)
where the expectation is taken with respect to a variational distribution, where we choose a factorized distribution
qpz1:T |κ1:T q “śTt“1 qpzt|κtq, where each κt parametrizes a categorical distribution over K elements so that Eqr
zts “ κt. We note that such a factorized distribution is generally adopted in previous works in topic modelling [Blei
et al., 2003, Mcauliffe and Blei, 2008], where the independence assumption may not hold in practice. Correspondingly,
we obtain the entropy term and EqrlogP pxt, ztqs as:
Hpqq “ ´
Tÿ
t“1
mÿ
k“1
κt,k logpκt,kq.
EqrlogP pxt, ztqs “
mÿ
k“1
κt,k logP pxt, zt,k “ 1q.
To estimate EqrlogP py|z1:T qs, we use
EqrlogP py|z1:T qs “ logP py|Eqrz1:T s, hq,
which is an approximation by bringing the expectation into the log to avoid additional sampling.
Learning concepts: To optimize the variational lower bound, we optimize κt,k with respect to the first two terms in
(3), and plug the resulting κt,k into the third term in (3). The benefit of this optimization is that we get consistent κt,k
in both training and inference time (regardless whether the label y is given). By the first order condition we obtain
κnewt,k 9 P pxt, zt,k “ 1q, and thus κnewt,k “ P pzt,k “ 1|xtq “ Erzt,k|xts.
The third term in (3) is then logP py|Erz1:T |xts, hq. Cross entropy is often seen as a differential loss to optimize the
accuracy, and by optimizing logP py|Erz1:T |xts, hq we are effectively optimizing the completeness score in Definition
4.2. An alternative interpretation on optimizing P py|Erz1:T |xts, hq is that we assume Erz1:T |x1:T s is a sufficient
statistic of the model, so that P py|Erz1:T |x1:T s, hq “ P py|xq, which optimizes the log likelihood of the data.
By plugging in (2) into logP py|Erz1:T |x1:T s, hq, the optimization of (3) is then reduced to
arg max
c1:m,l
logP py|hplpErz1:T |x1:T sqqq, (4)
which optimizes the surrogate loss of the completeness score of the concepts. We also design a regularizer to
encourage the spacial dependency (and thus coherency) of concepts. Intuitively, we require that the top-K nearest
neighbor training input patches of each concept to be sufficiently close to the concept, and different concepts are
as different as possible.This formulation encourages the top-K nearest neighbors of the concepts would be coherent.
K is a hyperparameter that is usually chosen based on domain knowledge of the desired frequency of concepts. In
our results, we fix K to be half of the average class size in our experiments. When using batch update, we find
that picking k “ 12 ˆ batchsize ˆ average class ratio works well in our experiments, where average class ratio “
average instance of each class{total number of instances.
Now we introduce the regularizer terms. This term tries to maximize Φpxitq ¨ ck while minimizing cj ¨ ck. Φpxitq ¨ ck is
the similarity between the tth patch of the ith example and cj ¨ ck is the similarity between the jth concept vector and
the kth concept vector. By averaging over all concepts, the final regularization term is
Rpcq “ λ1
řm
k“1
ř
xbaĎTck Φpxbaq ¨ ck
mK
´ λ2
ř
j‰k cj ¨ ck
mpm´ 1q ,
where Tck is the set of top-K nearest neighbors of ck.
Putting together, the final optimization objective in training is
arg max
c1:m,l
logP py|hplpErz1:T |x1:T sqqq `Rpcq, (5)
for which we use stochastic gradient descent to optimize. Since only c1:m, l is optimized in the process, the optimization
process usually converges much faster compared to training the model from scratch.
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4.3 ConceptSHAP: How Important is Each Concept?
Given a set of concept vectors CS “ tc1, c2, ...cmu with a high completeness score, we would like to evaluate the
importance of each individual concept, specifically, by quantifying how much each individual concept contributes to the
final completeness score. Let si denote the importance score for concept ci, such that si quantifies how much of the
completeness score ηpCSq is contributed by ci. Motivated by its successful applications in quantifying attributes in
what-if scenarios for complex systems, we adapt Shapley values [Shapley, 1988], to fairly assign the importance of
each concept (which we call ConceptSHAP):
Definition 4.1. Given a set of concepts CS “ tc1, c2, ...cmu and some completeness score η, we define the Concept-
SHAP si for concept ci as
sipηq “
ÿ
SĎCs\ci
pm´ |S| ´ 1q!|S|!
m!
rηpSYtciuq ´ ηpSqs,
The main benefit of using Shapley for importance attribution is that it uniquely satisfies a set of desired axioms, listed in
the following proposition:
Proposition 4.2. Given a set of concepts CS “ tc1, c2, ...cmu and a completeness score η, and some importance score
si for each concept ci that depends on the completeness score η. si defined by conceptSHAP is the unique importance
assignment that satisfy the following four axioms:
• Efficiency: The sum of all importance value should sum up to the total completeness score, řmi“1 sipηq “
ηpCSq.
• Symmetry: For two concept that are equivalent s.t. ηpuYtciuq “ ηpuYtcjuq for every subset u Ď CSztci, cju,
sipηq “ sjpηq.
• Dummy: If ηpuY tciuq “ ηpuq for every subset u Ď CSztciu, then sipηq “ 0.
• Additivity: If η and η1 have importance value spηq and spη1q respectively, then the importance value of the
sum of two completeness score should be equal to the sum of the two importance values, i.e, sipη ` η1q “
sipηq ` sipη1q for all i.
The proof and the interpretation for these concepts are well discussed in [Shapley, 1988, Lundberg and Lee, 2017,
Fujimoto et al., 2006].
Per-class saliency of concepts: So far, conceptSHAP measures the global contribution (i.e., contribution to com-
pleteness when all classes are considered). However, per-class saliency, how much concepts contribute to prediction
of a particular class, might be informative in many cases. To obtain the concept importance score for each class, we
first define the completeness score with respect to the class by considering data points that only belongs to it, which is
formalized as:
Definition 4.2. Given a prediction model fpxq “ hpφpxqq, a set of concept vectors c1, c2, ..., cm that lie in the feature
subspace in φp¨q. We then define the completeness score ηjpc1, ..., cmq for class j as:
Ex,y„Vj r1ry “ arg maxy1 P py1|Erz1:T s, hqss ´Rj
Ex,y„V r1ry “ arg maxy1 P py1|x1:T , fqss ´R , (6)
where Vj is the set of validation data where ground truth label is j and Rj is the random accuracy for data in class j.
Given the completeness score for a specific class, we define the ConceptSHAP for concept i with respect to class j as:
Definition 4.3. Given a prediction model fpxq, a set of concept vectors c1, c2, ..., cm that lie in the feature subspace in
φp¨q. We can define the ConceptSHAP for concept i with respect to class j as: si,jpηq “ sipηjq.
For each class j, we may select the concepts with the highest conceptSHAP score with respect to class j. We note thatř
j
|Vj |
|V | ηj “ η and thus with the additivity axiom,
ř
j
|Vj |
|V | si,jpηjq “ sipηq.
Note that one can generalize the above per class importance definition using other feature based attribution methods
besides Shapley values, without the guarantees of satisfying the proposed axioms.
5 Experiments
In this section, we demonstrate our method both on a synthetic dataset, where we have ground truth concept importance,
and a real-world image dataset.
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Figure 1: Two random training images and the corresponding ground truth concepts, along with the legend of ground
truth concept shapes – each object shape in the image corresponds to a ground truth concept (with random color and
location), and the label depends solely on ground truth shape 1 to 5.
Figure 2: Top nearest neighbors (each neighbor corresponds to a part of the full image) for each discovered concepts.
The ground truth concepts are in the left most column.
5.1 Synthetic data with ground truth concepts
Setting: We construct a synthetic image dataset with known and complete concepts, to evaluate how accurately the
proposed concept discovery algorithm can extract the ground truth concepts. In this dataset, each image contains at most
15 shapes (shown in Fig. 1), and only 5 of them are relevant for the ground truth class, by construction. For each sample
xi, zij is a binary variable which represents whether x
i contains shape j. zi1:15 is a 15-dimensional binary variable with
elements independently sampled from Bernoulli distribution with p “ 0.5. We construct a 15-dimensional multi-label
target for each sample, where the target of sample i, yi is a function that depends only on zi1:5, which represents whether
the first 5 shape exists in xi . For example, y1 “„ pz1 ¨ z3q ` z4, y2 “ z2 ` z3 ` z4, y3 “ z2 ¨ z3 ` z4 ¨ z5, where „
denotes logical Not (details are in Appendix). We construct 48k training samples and 12k evaluation samples to train a
convolutional neural network with 5 layers, which achieves 0.999 accuracy. We take the last convolution layer as the
feature layer φpxq.
Evaluation metrics: Given the existence of each ground truth shape zi1:5 in each sample xi, we can evaluate how
closely the discovered concept vectors c1:m align with the actual ground truth shapes 1 to 5. Our evaluation assumes
that if ck corresponds to some shape v, then the parts of input that contain the shape v and the parts of input that does not
contain ground truth shape v can be linearly separated by ck. That is, ck ¨ xa ą ck ¨ xb or ck ¨ xa ą ck ¨ xb for all xa
that contains shape v and all xb that does not contain shape v. Without loss of generality, we assume ck ¨xa ą ck ¨xb if
xa contains shape v and xdc does not contain shape v for notation simplicity, and check ck and ´ck for each discovered
concepts. Following this assumption, maxTt“1 ck ¨ xit ą maxTt“1 ck ¨ xjt for all i, j such that ziv “ 1 and zjv “ 0, since
at least one part of xbt should contain the ground truth shape v. Therefore, to evaluate how well ck corresponds to shape
v, we measure the accuracy of using 1rmaxTt“1 ck ¨ xit ą consts to classify ziv . More formally, we define the matching
score between concept ck to the shape v as:
Matchpck, zvq “ Exi„V r1r max
tĎr1,T s
ck ¨ xit ą es “ zivs,
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Figure 3: Alignment (left) and completeness (middle) scores in synthetic dataset and completeness (right) scores in
AwA versus different number of discovered concepts m for all concept discovery methods in the synthetic dataset.
Ours-noc refers to our method without the completeness score objective as an ablation study.
where e is some constant. We then evaluate how well the set of discovered concepts c1:m aligns with shapes 1 to 5:
Alignmentpc1:m, z1:5q “ max
PPr1,msm
1
5
5ÿ
j“1
MatchpcP rjs, zjq,
which measures the best average matching accuracy by assigning the best concept vector to differentiate each shape.
For each concept vector cj , we test cj and ´cj and choose the direction that leads to the highest alignment score.
Results: We compare our methods to ACE, k-means, PCA, and ours-noc. For k-means clustering and PCA, we
take the embedding of the patch as input to be consistent to our method. For ACE, we implement a version which
replaces the superpixels by patches and another version that takes superpixels as input, which we call ACE and ACE-SP
respectively. We do not calculate the completeness score and Alignment score of ACE-SP since the method do not
operate on patches and thus is unfair to compare with others5. Ours-noc means our method without the completeness
score objective in (5), as a form of comparison. We show results for the alignment and completeness scores when 5
to 10 concepts are discovered (i.e. m is set from 5 to 10). Since there are 5 ground truth shapes, a desired concept
discovery should be able to discover all when m “ 5. Our concept discovery method consistently achieves higher
alignment and completeness scores compared to other concept discovery methods in Fig. 3.
We also see the benefit of including the completeness score in (5) by comparing ours to ours-noc. The completeness
score objective is helpful in retrieving the key concepts of interest, especially when the number of retrieved concept is
smaller. Fig.2 shows the top-10 nearest neighbors for each concept ck of our concept discovery method based on the
dot product score xck,Φpxaqby. All nearest neighbors contains a specific shape that corresponds to the ground-truth
shapes 1 to 5. For example, all nearest neighbors of concept 1 contains the ground truth shape 1, which is a cross as
listed in Figure 1. Note that top-10 nearest neighbors for other concept discovery methods are in Appendix.
Human evaluations: We conduct a user-study with 20 users to evaluate the nearest neighbor samples of a few concept
discovery methods. At each question, a user sees 10 nearest neighbor images of each discovered concept vector (as
shown in the right of Fig. 2), and is asked to choose the most common and coherent shape out of the 15 shapes based
on the 10 nearest neighbors. We evaluate the results for our method, k-means clustering, PCA, ACE, and ACE-SP when
5 concepts are retrieved (i.e. m “ 5). Each user is tested on two randomly chosen methods, and thus each method is
tested on 8 users. We report the average number of correct concepts and the number of agreed concepts (where the
mode of each question is chosen as the correct answer) for each method answered by users in Table 1. The average
number of correct concepts measures how many of the correct concepts are retrieved by user via nearest neighbors. The
average number of agreed concepts measures how consistent are the shapes retrieved by different users, which is related
to the coherency and conciseness of the nearest neighbors for each method. Our method outperforms other methods on
the average number of the correct answers and the average number of agreed concepts. We put an example question of
the user-study along with more discussions in Appendix.
5.2 Image classification
Setting and metrics: We next perform experiments on Animals with Attribute (AwA) [Lampert et al., 2009] that
contains 50 animal classes. We use 26905 images as training data and 2965 images as evaluation data. We use a
Inception-V3 model pre-trained on Imagenet [Szegedy et al., 2016] to achieve 0.9 test accuracy. We then apply our
5This in fact, leads to much lower scores.
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Table 1: The average number of correctly answered concepts by users based on 10 nearest neighbor patches.
ACE ACE-SP PCA k-means Ours
correct concepts 3.0˘ 0 2.75˘ 0.46 3.875˘ 0.35 3.75˘ 0.46 5.0˘ 0
agreed concepts 4.625 4.75 4.375 4.75 5.0
Figure 4: Concept examples with the samples that are the nearest to concept vectors in the activation space. The top
concepts for each class are based on per-class ConceptSHAP score, which is listed above the images.
concept discovery algorithm to obtain 70 concepts (m “ 70). We conduct ad-hoc duplicate concept removal, by
removing one concept vector if there are two vectors where the dot product is over 0.95. This gives us a total of 53
concepts. We then calculate the ConceptSHAP and per class saliency score for each concept and each class. For each
class, the top concepts based on the conceptSHAP are the most important concepts to classify this class, as shown in
Fig.4. While ConceptSHAP is useful in capturing the sufficiency of concepts for prediction, sometimes we may want to
show examples. We propose to measure the quality of the nearest neighbors explanations by the average dot product
between the nearest-neighbor patches that belongs to the class and the concept vector. In other words, the quality of the
nearest neighbors explanations is simply the first term in Rpcq, which we call R1pcq “ řmk“1řxbaĎTck xΦpxbaq, cky,
where the top-K set is limited to image patches in the class of interest. When the nearest neighbor set contains patches
of the same original image, we only show the patch with the highest similarity to the concept to increase the diversity.
Results: We show the top concepts (ranked by concept SHAP value) of 3 randomly chosen classes whose R1pcq is
above 0.8 in Fig.4 (full results are in Appendix). Interestingly, we find that there exists overlapping concepts when
explaining different classes. For example, concept 46 is important for both the class Lion and Tiger, whose nearest
neighbors show visually similar face shape of tigers and lions, with rectangular nose and similar mouth (which also
show animal faces for different classes). Similarly concept 25 is also important both the class tiger and lion, which
shows the triangular head and side faces of tiger and lions. While tiger and lion class share concepts, the most salient
concept with respect to conceptSHAP for tiger is concept 10 - striped-like pattern - a distinguishable feature from lion.
Similarly, the most salient concept for zebra is their unique stripe patterns. Figure 3 (right) shows that our method
achieves the highest completeness of all methods for all 50 classes.
5.3 Text Classification
Setting: We also apply our method on IMDB, which is an NLP dataset consists of movie reviews, which are classified
as either positive or negative reviews. We use 37500 reviews for training and 12500 for testing. We apply a 4-layer
CNN model which achieves 0.9 test accuracy. We then apply our concept discover method to obtain 4 concepts, where
the part of data xij consists of 10 words of the sentence. The resulting completeness of the 4 concepts is 0.97, which
shows that the 4 concepts are representative of the classification model.
Result: For each concept, we show results in Table 2 where we include (a) the top nearest neighbors based on the dot
product of the concept and part of reviews (b) the most frequent words in the top-500 nearest neighbors excluding stop
words (3) the conceptSHAP score for each concept. We can see that concept 1 and concept 2 contains mostly negative
sentences in the nearest neighbors, where concept 1 criticize the movie/film directly, and concept 2 mainly contains a
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Table 2: The 4 discovered concepts and some nearest neighbors along with the most frequent words that appear in
top-500 nearest neighbors.
Concept Nearest Neighbors Frequent words ConceptSHAP
poorly constructed what comes across as interesting is the worst (168) ever (69) seen (55) awful (42)
1 wasting my time with a comment but this movie movie (61) film (50) waste (34) time(40) 0.280
awful in my opinion there were <UNK> and the waste (34) poorly (26) movies (24) films (18)
normally it would earn at least 2 or 3 not (58) movie (39) make (25) too (23)
2 <UNK> <UNK> is just too dumb to be called film (22) even (19) like (18) 2 (16) 0.306
i feel like i was ripped off and hollywood never (14) minutes (13) 1 (12) doesn’t (11)
remember awaiting return of the jedi with almost <UNK> movies (19) like (18) see (16) movie (15)
3 better than most sequels for tv movies i hate love (15) good (12) character (11) life (11) 0.174
male because marie has a crush on her attractive little (10) ever (9) watch (9) first (9)
new <UNK> <UNK> via <UNK> <UNK> with absolutely hilarious excellent (50) film (25) perfectly (19) wonderful (19)
4 homosexual and an italian clown <UNK> is an entertaining perfect (16) hilarious (15) best (13) fun (12) 0.141
stephen <UNK> on the vampire <UNK> as a masterpiece highly (11) movie (11) brilliant (9) old (9)
negative emotion (see that negative words such as "not", "doesn’t" appears frequently). We note that the numbers in
concept 2 are also negative since the scores 1 and 2 are considered to be very negative in movie review. On the other
hand, concept 3 and concept 4 contains mostly positive nearest neighbors, where concept 3 usually discusses the plot of
the movie without directing acclaiming or criticizing the movie, and concept 4 usually contains very positive adjectives
such as "excellent", "wonderfully" that are extremely positive. More nearest neighbors are in the Appendix.
Appending Concepts to Sentence: We perform an additional experiment where we randomly append 5 nearest
neighbors (out of 500-nearest neighbors) of each concept to the end of all testing sentences. For example, we may add
‘wasting my time with a comment but this movie’ along with 4 other nearest neighbors of concept 1 to the end of a
testing sentence. The average prediction score for the testing sentences is 0.516. After randomly appending 5 nearest
neighbors of each concept, the average prediction score becomes 0.103, 0.364, 0.594, 0.678 for concept 1, 2, 3, 4. This
provides evidence that the concept score is highly related to the how the model makes prediction. Specifically, over 90
percent of the testing sentences becomes negative after adding 5 nearest neighbors of concept 1. We note that while
concept 1 contains words that are more negative than concept 2, concept 2 has a higher conceptSHAP value compared
to concept 1. We believe this is due to the fact that concept 2 is better at detecting weak negative sentences that may be
more difficult to be explained by concept 1.
6 Conclusions
Concept-based explanations are crucial to understand how DNNs make decisions. In this paper, we study concept-based
explainability in a systematic framework. First, we define the notion of completeness, which quantifies how sufficient a
particular set of concepts is in explaining the model’s behavior. Next, we study additional constraints to ensure the
interpretability of discovered concept. Through experiments on synthetic and real-world image data, we demonstrate
that our method is effective in finding concepts that are complete and interpretable. Although our work focuses on
post-hoc explainability of pre-trained DNNs, joint training with our proposed objective function is possible to train
inherently-interpretable DNNs. An interesting future direction is exploring the benefits joint learning of the concepts
along with the model, for better interpretability.
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Appendix A Proof
Proof of Proposition 4.1
Proposition A.1. When h is an isometry function that maps from pΦp¨q, } ¨ }F q Ñ pfp¨q, } ¨ }F q, and additionally
fpxiq “ yi, @pxi, yiq P V (i.e. the loss is minimized), and also assume T “ 1, Erzs “ xφpxq, cy, and l is a linear
function, the first m PCA vectors maximizes the L2 surrogate of η.
Proof. By the basic properties of PCA, the first m PCA vectors (principal components) minimize the reconstruction `2
error. Define the concatenation of the m PCA vectors as a matrix p and } ¨ } as the `2 norm, and define projpφpx,pqq as
the projection of x onto the span of p, the basic properties of PCA is equivalent to that for all c “ rc1 c2 . . . cms ,ÿ
xĎVX
}projpφpxq,pq ´ φpxq}2F ď
ÿ
xĎVX
}projpφpxq, cq ´ φpxq}2F .
By the isometry of h, we haveÿ
xĎVX
}hpprojpφpxq,pqq ´ hpφpxqq}2F ď
ÿ
xĎVX
}hpprojpφpxq, cqq ´ hpφpxqq}2F ,
and since fpxq is equal to Y, we can rewrite toÿ
x,yĎV
}hpprojpφpxq,pqq ´ 1rys}2F ď
ÿ
x,yĎV
}hpprojpφpxq, cqq ´ 1rys}2F . (7)
We note that under the assumptions, Erz|xs “ φpxqc, and thus the reconstruction layer l can be written as
l “ arg max
l
ÿ
x,yĎV
}1rys ´ hplpErz|xsqq}2F
“ arg max
l
ÿ
x,yĎV
}1rys ´ hplpφpxqcqq}2F
“ arg max
l
ÿ
xĎVx
}φpxq ´ lpφpxqcq}2F ,
(8)
By definition,
ř
xĎVx }φpxq ´ lpφpxqcq}2F is minimized by the projection, and thus lpφpxqcq “ projpφpxq, cq.
And thus, (7) can be written as:ÿ
x,yĎV
}hplpφpxqpqq ´ 1rys}2F ď
ÿ
x,yĎV
}hplpφpxqcqq ´ 1rys}2F .
and subsequently get that for any c
Ex,y„V r}1rys ´ P py1|Erz1:T s, h,pq}2F s ´R
Ex,y„V r}1rys ´ P px1:T , fq}2F s ´R
ě Ex,y„V r}1rys ´ P py
1|Erz1:T s, h, cq}2F s ´R
Ex,y„V r}1rys ´ P px1:T , fq}2F s ´R
.
Thus, PCA vectors maximize the L2 surrogate of the completeness score. We emphasize that Proposition 4.1 has
several assumptions that may not be practical. However, the proposition is only meant to show that PCA optimizes
our definition of completeness under a very stringent condition, as the key idea of completeness and PCA are both to
prevent information loss through dimension reduction.
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Appendix B Additional Experiments Results and Settings
Creation of the Toy Example The complete list of the target y is y1 “„ pz1 ¨ z3q ` z4, y2 “ z2 ` z3 ` z4, y3 “
z2 ¨z3`z4 ¨z5, y4 “ z2 XOR z3, y5 “ z2`z5, y6 “„ pz1`z4q`z5, y7 “ pz2 ¨z3q XOR z5, y8 “ z1 ¨z5`z2, y9 “
z3, y10 “ pz1 ¨z2q XOR z4, y11 “„ pz3`z5q, y12 “ z1`z4`z5, y13 “ z2 XOR z3, y14 “„ pz1 ¨z5`z4q, y15 “
z4 XOR z5.
We create the dataset in matplotlib, where the color of each shape is sampled independently from green, red, blue, black,
orange, purple, yellow, and the location is sampled randomly with the constraint that different shapes do not coincide
with each other.
Hyper-parameter Sensitivity We set λ1 “ λ2 “ 0.1, β “ 0.2 for the toy dataset. We show the completeness
score for varying λ1, λ2, β in Figure 5,6,7 (when varying λ1, we fix λ2 “ 0.1, and β “ 0.2.) We see that both the
completeness and alignment score are above 0.93 when λ1 and λ2 are in the range of r0.05, 0.3s, and β is in the range of
r0, 0.3s, and thus our method outperforms all baselines with a wide range of hyper-parameters. Therefore, our method
is not sensitive to the hyper-parameter in the toy dataset. We set the λ1 “ λ2 “ 0.1, β “ 0.3 for the NLP dataset, and
we set λ1 “ λ2 “ 10.0, β “ 0 for AwA dataset since the optimization becomes more difficult with a deeper neural
network, and thus we increase the regularizer strength to ensure interpretability. The completeness is above 0.9 when λ1
and λ2 are set in the range of r2, 20s. Overall, our method is not too sensitive to the selection of hyper-parameter. The
general principle for hyper-parameter tuning is to chose larger λ1 and λ2 that still gives a completeness value (usually >
0.95).
Additional Nearest Neighbors for toy example We show 10 nearest neighbors for each concept obtained by our
methods and baseline methods in the toy example in Figure 12. The 10 nearest neighbors for each concept obtained by
different methods is used to perform the user study, to test if the nearest neighbors allow human to retrieve the correct
ground truth concepts for each method.
User Study Setting and Discussion For the user study, we set m “ 5 (i.e. 5 discovered concepts) for all compared
methods. The order of the 2 randomly chosen conditions (and which 2 conditions are paired), the order of the questions,
the order of choices are all randomized to avoid biases and learning effects. All users are graduate students with some
knowledge of machine learning. None of them have (self-reported) color-blindness. For each discovered concept, an
user is asked to find the most common and coherent shape given the top 10 nearest neighbors. An example question
is shown in Figure 13. Each user is given 10 questions, which correspond to the nearest neighbors of the discovered
concepts for two random methods. (each method has 5 discovered concepts, and thus two methods have 10 discovered
concepts in total). There are 20 users in total, and thus each method is tested on 8 users. For each method, we report
the average number of correct answers chosen by the users. For example, if an user chooses shape 1,2,5,7,5, then the
number of the correct answers chosen by the user will be 3 (since 1,2,5 are the ground truth shape obtained by the user).
We average the correct answers chosen by 8 users for each method to obtain the “average number of correct answers
chosen by users”. We also report the average number of agreed answers chosen by the users. For example, if most
users choose 1,2,5,7,5 for five questions respectively, we set 1,2,5,7,5 as the ground truth for the five questions. If user
A answered 1,2,5,7,10 for the five questions respectively, his number of agreed answers would be 4. We average the
agreed answers chosen by 8 users for each method to obtain the “average number of agreed answers chosen by users”.
We find that other methods mainly fail due to (a) the same concept are chosen repeatedly (e.g. concept 2 and concept 4
of ACE). (b) lack of disentanglement (coherency) of concepts (e.g. concept 5 of PCA shows two shape in all 10 nearest
neighbors). (c) highlighted concepts are not related to the ground truth concept (e.g. concept 4 of Kmeans). (a), (c) are
related to the lack of completeness of the method, and (b) is related to the lack of coherency of the method.
Implementation Details For calculating ConceptSHAP, we use the method in kernelSHAP [Lundberg and Lee,
2017] to calculate the Shapley values efficiently by regression. For ACE in toy example, we set the number of cluster to
be 15, and choose the concepts based on TCAV score. For ACE in toy example, we set the number of clusters to be 150,
and choose the concepts based on TCAV score. For PCA, we return the top m principle components when the number
of discovered concepts is m. For k-means, we set the cluster size to be m when the number of discovered concepts is
m, and return the cluster mean as the discovered concepts.
Additional Nearest Neighbors for AwA We show additional nearest neighbors of the top concepts in AwA for all
50 classes from Figure 14 to Figure 22. For each class, the 3 concepts with the highest ConceptSHAP respect to the
class with R1pcq above 0.8 is shown, along with the ConceptSHAP score with respect to the class. We see that many
important concepts are shared between different classes, where most of them are semantically meaningful. To list some
examples, concept 7 corresponds to the concept of grass, concept 33 shows a specific kind of wolf-like face (which has
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Figure 5: Completeness score and Alignment score for different hyper-parameter λ1.
Figure 6: Completeness score and Alignment score for different hyper-parameter λ2.
two different colors on the face), concept 27 corresponds to the sky/ocean view, concept 25 shows a side face that is
shared among many animals, concept 46 shows a front face of cat-like animals, concept 21 shows sandy/ wilderness
texture of the background, concept 38 shows gray back ground that looks like asphalt road, concept 43 shows similar
ears of several animals, concept 31 shows furry/ rough texture with a plain background.
Additional Nearest Neighbors for NLP We show additional nearest neighbors of the 4 concepts in NLP. The nearest
neighbors of concept 1 and concept 2 are generally negative, and concept 3 and concept 4 are generally positive.
Figure 7: Completeness score and Alignment score for different hyper-parameter β.
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Figure 8: (Larger Version) Nearest Neighbors for each concept obtained in the toy example.
Figure 9: (Larger Version) Nearest Neighbors for each concept for ACE obtained in the toy example.
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Figure 10: (Larger Version) Nearest Neighbors for each concept for PCA obtained in the toy example.
Figure 11: (Larger Version) Nearest Neighbors for each concept for Kmeans obtained in the toy example.
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Figure 12: (Larger Version) Nearest Neighbors for each concept for ACE-SP obtained in the toy example.
Table 3: The 4 discovered concepts with more nearest neighbors.
Concept Nearest Neighbors
poorly constructed what comes across as interesting is the
wasting my time with a comment but this movie
awful in my opinion there were <UNK> and the
1 forgettable <UNK> earn far more critical acclaim and win
wasting my time with a comment but this movie
worst 80’s slashers alongside <UNK> with fear <UNK> deadly
worst ever sound effects ever used in a movie
normally it would earn at least 2 or 3
<UNK> <UNK> is just too dumb to be called
i feel like i was ripped off and hollywood
2 johnson seems to be the only real actor here
but this thing is watchable if only for bela
performance but they’re all too unlikable to really care
way the fights are awfully bad done while sometimes
remember awaiting return of the jedi with almost <UNK>
better than most sequels for tv movies i hate
male because marie has a crush on her attractive
3 think that about a lot of movies in this
i am beginning to see what she has been
cinema of today these films are the products of
long last think eastern promises there will be blood
new <UNK> <UNK> via <UNK> <UNK> with absolutely hilarious
homosexual and an italian clown <UNK> is an entertaining
stephen <UNK> on the vampire <UNK> as a masterpiece
4 and between the scenes the movie has one gem
make a film <UNK> in color light so perfectly
in it and the evil beast is an incredible
father and my adult son peter falk is excellent
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Figure 13: An example question of a screenshot of the human study.
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Figure 14: (Larger Version) Nearest Neighbors for each concept obtained in AwA.
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Figure 15: (Larger Version) Nearest Neighbors for each concept obtained in AwA.
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Figure 16: (Larger Version) Nearest Neighbors for each concept obtained in AwA.
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Figure 17: (Larger Version) Nearest Neighbors for each concept obtained in AwA.
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Figure 18: (Larger Version) Nearest Neighbors for each concept obtained in AwA.
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Figure 19: (Larger Version) Nearest Neighbors for each concept obtained in AwA.
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Figure 20: (Larger Version) Nearest Neighbors for each concept obtained in AwA.
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Figure 21: (Larger Version) Nearest Neighbors for each concept obtained in AwA.
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Figure 22: (Larger Version) Nearest Neighbors for each concept obtained in AwA.
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